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Intelligence ssems to iDe a biological mechanism by
v/hich the effects of a complexity of stirnuli are
brought together and given a somewhat unified effect
in behavior,'' - Peterson.

IHTRODUCTION
The inspiration for this study carne from contact
with Dr. Dawson, psychologist of the Springfield, Kass,
public schools. For many years I had "been hea,ring of
the work of Dr. Dav/son, especially of his v/ork of per-
sonality analysis, and guidance in selecting careers.
In my own supervision work as a principa.l of a school,
I had felt the need of some type of guidance program,
and his course seemed to ©ffer a logical answer to my
problem,
I am indelDted to Dr, Dav/son for the interest and
advice he has given me, and for the use of data that
he has accumulated in his work, I am also indebted to
the Public Schools of Springfield, and to Dr, Granrud,
for the use of the records of the high schools.
During the progress of this study it has been pos-
sible for me to be present in the laboratoi^' of Dr,
•-^awson, and while ostensibly working on the records,
watch at first hand the testing of many students, of
all intellectual levels, Mot only was the technique
of procedure absorbed, but there came a belief that
the present process of vocational guidance, as prac-
ticed in most schools lacks much that the psycho-
logical laboratories of Springfield are contributing
through Dr, Dav/son, and his assistants, Miss
Richardson, and Miss Craighead,
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CHAPTER I. 1.
VIEWS AlCD THEORIES OF DR. DAWSOiJ
1. A BRIEF HISTORY OP THE MMWER IIT WHICH DR. DAV/SOH
DEVELOPSD HIS PRESEITT WORK.
Dr. Dawwon v/as professor of educational subjects at
Mt. Holyoke college from 1903-1908. Out of his work with
experimental teachers came an interest in the mal-adjusted
teacher, and in vocational guidance.
Principal John Callihan of Holyoke had been following,
over a period of several years, the careers of those v/ho had
left school early. In aloout 1905 he turned over a series of
notes on these children to Dr. Dawson for study. Dr. Dawson
found that a large percent had dropped out of school because
they had become hopelessly lost in their school v/ork. There
was no evidence that the pupils had been taken out of school
to be put to work. Parents were anxious that their children
get an education. This led to the question, V/hy do pupils
get behind? '
'
He first worked with lit, Holyoke girls, and found a lar^
percent did not know v/here they were going. This illustrated
the need for vocational guidance,
Principa,l Call of Hartford next called for help. He
wanted figures on mentally retarded children ajialyzed. He
reported that 45/^ of the children were retarded from 1 to 7
years. He asked, Vi/hy?'' He v/as interested in a practical
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solution
,
So in 1908 Dr. Dawson established the Child Study Dept.
of the Heniy Barnard School of Hartford, Conn, using pl-iysio-
logical and experimental psychology in attempting to help
solve the problem.
A laboratory was set up in a basement and once a v/eek,
sometimes tv/ice, Dr. Dav/son worked v;ith the pupils, using
precise measuring apparatus. Data from the teachers were also
collected. The conclusions of this investigation were that of
the 45^ who were retarded in their school work
(a) 2b-2>0% were mentally deficient as decided by the use
of several tests,
(b) 2b% were behind in their school work, but were per-
fectly normal in hand work.
(c) the remaining group v/ere all round pupils, but due
to sickness, faulty discipline, etc, v/ere retarded.
Dr. Dawson worked for several years in Hartford, then in
1913 he established the psychological laboratory of Spring-
field.
Thirteen thousand children have been examined, individ-
ually. Ho group intelligence tests have been generally used,
though these are given in the Junior High Schools as part of
the testing program. From 1 to 3 hours is spent with each
pupil. Supplementary material is secured from the home, the
school, and from other sources.
The general point of view is biological.
Dr. Dav/son was a student of V/undt of the University of
Leipzig, and of G. Stanley Hall, of Clark University.
cr
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2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Dr, Dawson has great ssympathj'' for children in school
who are in difficulty, for he feels that too little has
"been done in school toward solving the problem of the child
who is not equipped with the particular type of mentality
that is needed to compete in the type of studies as presented
in our present set-up. He has found hy observation that many
of these same students who fail in school go out into busi-
ness and do very creditable work. This led him to seek out
the biological make-up of individuals, and to attemptto sort
out and encourage pupils v/ho were obviously unsuited to a
great deal of literate, or book learning, and guide them into
types of work that v/ould allow them to e2q)ress their pli^'-sical
selves with satisfaction and profit. This analysis has led
to the following classification: those who are essentially
literate, and those who are essentially concrete, and those
who are eclectic or balanced.
It seemed to the writer that this field of tracing
the relationship of this concrete-ness with the work of
others, and with success in high school subjects might be
profitable. This wou2jd include a discussion of concrete-
mindedness, and as much of Dr. Dav.son's theory as touches
on this phase of his v/ork. In the data only enough of mater-
ial involving the literate I. Q,. will be brought in to show
that this part of DR, Dav;son's analysis compares veiy favor-
€(f
alDly with the regular group tests that are in general use.
Dr. Dav/son's analysis of a pupil is as complete a
physical-psychological examination as is practical for the
use that is to he made of the results. This paper is in-
terested mainly in Dr. Dawson's approach to his analysis,
and especially as this "biological conception of mental
traits shov;s up in his concrete I,Q,'s, and the relation
of this concrete-mindedness to success in high school v>rork.

3. DEFINITION OF COITCRETE-IIIKDEDNSSS
,
Dr. Dav/son's theory of the concrete I.Q,. centers
around the attempt to state OL)jectively an expression of
the individual's concre te-mindedness , as compared to others
of the same age. By c one re te-mindedness is meant that cer-
tain people visualize, think, and do in terms of concrete
things instead of through ^'mbols. As an illustration ^ the
machinist would see the nut and "bolt, and would see that
they fit together, where-as the college professor would
see the tv;o , and his niind would rationalize, that the one f
the other, and then proceed to put them together.
The concrete type experiences most of his life through
manipulation of concrete objects. The literate type gets
his through reading, and rationalization.
Dr. Dav/son believes that the actual thinking of these
concrete-minded people is done in terms of objects. As
evidence of this he quotes tests over a long period of
tiiae with various groups, using key words ( after Jung,l )
which are read to a group, they to give in response the
first thing that comes to their minds. An analysis of the
responses showed that there is strong evidence that the
concrete object appears in their minds,
(l) Carl Jung of the University of Switzerland v;as of the
p^cho-analy tic school, and a disciple of Freud for a
certain period. He broke with the Freudian theory when
Freud v/ent to extremes. He believed that v/ords shov/ed tredd
of thought; and therefore would describe v/hat the individ-
ual really was, especially if that person v/rote the list
when he was unsuspecting of what use was to be made of it.
rr
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Similarly when subjects ar° given so many minutes in
which to v/rite whatever comes into tJieir minds, an analysis
of this list shov/s a preponderence of concrete nouns for tho®
who are concrete minded, where-as those who have greater
literary ability have verbs, adverbs, and abstract nouns,
as well as concrete nouns on their lists.
To this concrete-mindedness there would seem to be a
direct correlation to the ability of the hands. Since most
of the sense perceptions have come to the mind through the
hands then, measuring the ability of the hand should be
a measure of the ability of the mind to respond to these
concrete experiences. Therefore tests have been. devised
to measure the amount of concrete perception.
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4. TESTS MEASURIITG EMB ABILITY, AND COi^ICRSTE PERCEPTION.
Psychologists have attempted to use this relation of
hand and mind in several v/ays. They have reasoned that since
certain joTds demanded definite elements, then measuring for
these items through sajnpling of the ability would be prog-
nostic of the individual's success in the Job. This is
likewise possible and valuable at the high school level.
Thus if tests could show a student who is contemplating
a technical course that he has ability in things concrete,
it would give him assurance to continue in his course.
Yi/hat are some of the elements of iiand ability that
might be used to measure possible success where manipulation
is necessary ? And hov/ can they be measured ?
Psychologists have v/orked v/ith the elements of speed,
accuracy, lig?itness, regularity, persistence, etc. of
muscular control, and sensory -motor co-ordination. They have
made tests of space-fom judgement. They have used lists
of words to sample the vocabulary. Prom these definite
elements may be chosen those that are pertinent to a certain
task or occupation.
As an illustration, speed and accuracy are essential
to a stenographer. Therefore the psychologists have devised
tests to measure the ability of the subject as to speed of
hand movement, and of accuracy, as in the tapping test, ITot
only does the p^-chologist count the nuinber of taps per
r
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minute, and the accuracy of tapping at a small dot, "but iie
notes the regularity
,
Eind the persistence of the proced-
ure. Lightness of touch, and other elements msy "be sig-
nificant in this, also. Automatic counters make this test
ea^y to give, and reliable. Usually 2 or more trials are
given, and the results averaged.
Likewise a sensitive hand ma;^'' "be conducive to good
typing. He measures the sensitivity of the fingertips by
means of a pointed device, called the e sthesimeter . Those
who can distinguish one point from tv/o at a distance of
from -g- to 1 millimeter are said to have a sense of touch
above the average.
Since these are mainly biological c'naracteristics
,
and do not vary a great deal from one time to a-nother, it
is possible to tell whether a student v;ill be apt to
succeed in a commercial course in, say, stenography and
typing, since spared and accuracy are essexitial for good
stenographers
,
In addition to the esthesiometer , a test to judge the
difference betv/een minute quantities of v;eight places the
pupil in a group as to his kinesthetic ability. Since this
is the ability to judge minute differences, it may be of
value as a device by v/hich assemblers or inspectors are
chosen.
Another test sometiines used is I)a.v/son's adaptation of
€
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Seguin's space-form "board, in which, are some 15 'biocks, all
of different size, but alike in that there are 5 cylindri-
cal, 5 square, and 5 triangular pegs. These are placed in
the required jjlaces v/hile the subject is blindfolded, and
by means of feeling the size o.nd shape of the hole.
These five tests are typical of the tests that are
used in finding the ability of the hand, and are the ones
most frequently'- used by Dr. Dawson in secmring data for
computing concrete I.Q,.
He feels that they are reliable measures of the con-
c rete-mindedne ss of the subject.
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5, EXPRESSING CONCRETE-MIilDEDITS SS V/ITH AN I. Q,.
The use of the term " concrete I. q,, " seems to "be
peculiar to, and v/as originated "by, Dr. Dav/son, iJo other
worker makes use of this term, tiiough there are terms which
are rather closely related to it in general use. Dr. Dawson
worked for a long time without using this nuiiierical
measure. Instead he used the more suhjective terms of
excellent, good, fair, poor, etc, A request came from the
office of the director of testing of the Springfield
schools for a more readily interpreted term. At first he
v/as reluctant to put into numerical relationship the
a"bility of a person. He had alwa;>'s felt that the human side
must be kept to the front, and had avoided sorting pupils
into mathematical groups. To him each subject was an in-
dividual case, to "be examined and helped along in the best
possible manner. Just as raany teachers prefer rating pupils
by means of letters, rather than by specific numbers, so
Dr. Dawson preferred broad, general terms. However, he has
been expressing concrete I. Q,, by means of numbers for sev-
eral years now, though this does not infer that he classifies
pupils into hard and fast groups by so doing.
His method of computing the concrete I. Q,. is by means
of averaging the results of the hand tests, previously
described, and comparing with the norms. Thus he gets a
concrete age, which when divided by the chronological age,
gives I, Q,. of cone reteness
.
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Just as in general intelligence testing with group
teats, where outside faxstors tend to change the score from
one test to another, just so a.re there factors that tend
to alter the scores in concrete intelligence testing. So
we do not accept concrete intelligence quotients as
definite nurn'oers v/ith no variation, Hov/ever, setting a
definite figure does mark the general "broad groups. As i>^
general intelligence tests the reliability of concrete I.Q,.
is proven when re tests give much the same quotient.
Usually the variation is within 4-5 points, which is as
reliable as the average intelligence test.
e
6. CLASSIFICATION OP PUPILS BY DR. DAWSON
Dr. Dawson divides all persons into three main physical
groups,- those who are essentially of the
(a) Vital type, endov/ed with superior respiratory,
circulatoiy, and alimentary organs. These are the
type usually associated with the agricultural
classes
.
(Id) Muscular t^^pe, endowed with superior muscular
development. These are the ones in which the
heavy muscle groups predominate, and may "be
associated v/ith heavy muscular v/ork.
(c) Nervous t:\-pe, endowed v/ith a sensitive nervous
system. These are the ones in which nervous
action, ( not the pathological nervousness that is
associated with mal-adjustment ) predominates.
Besides these three main classifications Dr. Dav/son
recognizes combinations of these, so that we ma^-" ha.ve a
vital-muscular, a nervous-muscular, or a vital-nervous type,
etc. This classifies people in their outstanding ph;>'sical
characteristics, and does not exclude them from possessing
some of the characteristics of the other groups.
Here we have a iDiological classification. It can not
Toe said that the mental make-up of these people v/ill necess-
arily be the same within one groupjbut because of the
physical features of these types, ther-3 v\rili be interests
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that maj,' alter somewhat their mental set. The vital type v/ill
emphasize the physical outlets, being outdoors, competing in
garfxes, and seeking exercise that v/ill give satisfaction to his
biological maJce-up, So when v;e come to measure his intelli-
gence, he v/ili feel most at ho:;.ie with the parts of the tests
that are related to his fundamental interests.
The muscular type, on the other hand, v/ill seek outlets
along muscular lines. As a boy he v/ill get his ego stimulated
by being the strongest of the group. Feats demanding strength
v/ill be hiB forte. This will be followed up at the higher
level v/ith other tests of strength, and his interests v/ill
govern to a certain degree his mental maice-up.
The nervous individual v/ili be one seeking outlet in
action of the nervous system. Getting things done v/ith dis-
patch v/ill be his strong point. Impatience may mark delay.
Studying, or any other activity, will be completed more
quickly, and the mind will react to those things centering
around nervous energy outlets.
With those v/ho are a combination of these types, a more
balanced environment and experience v/ill be built up, and
the mental reactions will point in the direction of
several interests.
Dr. Dav/son further classifies all individuals into three
groups as to their strongest method of expression. These are:
(a) Those who are tongue minded, or essentially literate
or verbal, - doing most of their contacting with the
r
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world through their minds and their tongues,
(b) Those v.'ho are hand minded, that is, those v/ho do
most of their wotk through their hands, and who
ai'e essentially finding expression in concrete
experience, through the action of the hands,
(c) Also those who have both of the above qualities,
or those v/ho are good in hand expression and in
literate expression. These are the eclectics.
In the laboratoiy Dr, Dawson seeks to classify pupils
according to the two standards just enumerated. This he
does, and expresses the resuljb in his sui:irriary , Thus a
pupil is sorted into a physical group, and also his method
of expression can be detemined by noting his I, Q, rating
in concrete things, and his I, Q,. rating in literate things.
As previously pointed out, the literate I
, Q,, corresponds
v\rith regular I, Q,. as determined by one of the general
intelligence tests. It will be shown in the latter part of
this thesis that there is a fairly high correlation be-
tween this literate I, Q,, aiid Termaji or Ctis test!, Q,'s.
It must be kept in mind that these classifications
are not hard and fast, nor do they segregate people into
a class by themselves. Classification shows simply in
which field the organism has its outstanding characteristics
and in v.ha.t manner the person is most apt to e:jq)ress himself.
«
r
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7. THE AMALYRIS
The aii8-lysis of the pupil in the laboratoiy is set
dovvn on a card, and is arranged in nine groups of data.
This card is filed v/ith a suminai^' sheet, an application
lDla.nk from the school, and any other tests or pertinent
data, as a history of the individual, for future reference.
The card outline is a.s follov;s:
1, Data for identification, wliica includes the usual
data of neiae
,
address, hirth date, school, grade, father's
nanie, nationality and occupation, and the sime for the
mother,
2, Development traits, v;hich include the physica,l
measurements of weight, height, shoulders, thorejc, hips,
arms, and head, as of \^ipple , end other authors,
3, Vitality, under which are included stature, lung
capacity, strength, nutritive condition, tonsils, adenoids,
teeth, deformities, and health history,
4, Organic type, as previously described, that is,
vital, muscular, nervous, or a comhination of these,
5, Neuromuscular traits, which are divided into three
groups;
a, general nervous constitution
h , motor control ( balance, posture, gait, hand-
control
,
speed
,
accuracy
,
speech control )
c, psycho-m.otor reactions ( sight, hearing, touch )
Q
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6, Sense-acuteness
8,. vi Glial
t)
. auditory
c, tactua,l
d. kinesthetic
7, Intellec tua,l traits, under v/i:ich are included
perception ajid memory,/- oi words, perception and
niemoi^' ol" numbers, perception and raenoi^' of objecta,
distri'butive attention, imagination ,ver"bal asso-
ciation, vocabulary
,
general intelligence, ( literate,
concrete ) mental type,
8, Emotional traits, psychophysical responsiveness,
egotistic emotions, e.ltruistic persone.lity
,
emotional personality, educational attitudes,
occupational attitudes, resourcefulness.
9, Constructive skill, general manual deterity
,
ideomotor construction.
At the end of the examination the scores as shovm on
the score card are compared with the norras for the sex and
age, and the results incorporated on a summary' sheet, iTorms
have "been standardized for the v/ork in Springfield as
variations were found with the work in Hartford, and vrith
H^liipple's norms.
The simrr.aiy sheet contains ten items as follows:
1, Da,ta. for identification
2, Vitality
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3. Organic defects
4. Nervous defects
5. Motor control
6. Special senses
7. Emotional constitution
8. Intellec tucil constitution, under Yfhicri are literate
mental age, and literate I. Q,.; also concrete
mental age, and concrete I, Q,,
9. If examined iDef ore
,
iLiprovemsnt
,
10, Conclusions
These two cards make up a ra^tlier c ompreiiensive record
of the pupil, and although not all the tests are given
always, enough a.re given to place the pupil. If the pupil
comes iDECk for a retest, as many of the prololem. children do,
t?ie facts of the previous examination are availaole.
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8. BIOLOGICAL OR PHYSICAL VIEVvP0I1\TT
Dr. Dawson's approach, is principally from the "biolog-
ica.1 or pli;>-sical vi8\vpoint. He maintains that by examining
v/hat nature ha,s provided, v/ithout asking the subject to
interpret himself too much, he gets a more accurate index
of what the pupil v/ill "be capable of in later life, than
if another method v;ere used.
Since physique, strength, posture, vital capacity ( of
lungs ), and other physica,l characteristics of the body
detemine somewhat the ability of people to compete in an
occupation, pii;y'sical tests that have proven to be relicible
are used. With Dr. Da.wson the results are e:<pressed in his
classification according to type. Using this in iiis summaiy
,
he is able to advise a pupil against entering certain
occupe.tions , a,nd suggest others in which he v.ill feel
physically at home. Those v/ith overdeveloped bodies are
advised to get into outdoor work. Those v/ith strong muscles,
but no particular bent for literate interests, are advised
as to the type of work that v.dll give these strong muscles
fitting outlet. If a high literate obiljty is side by side
with imusual strength, an eatecutive position in some heavy-
trade is suggested, thus giving outlet for both features.
On the other hand, if a girl \:ith a poor phi;;^- s i c al m.elce-
up has been impressed with the Job of a nurse, either through
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contacts v;ith friends, or through reading, 3he is led o.way
from this aralDition "by Dr. Dav/son, for he knov.s that a. strong,
healthy body, incorporating a cheerful personality, is exi
essential to the job of nursing. These illustre-te how vital
it is for a counselor to consider physical or biological
fitness, when advising a student on the choice of high school
subjects, for it is then that the plan for a future occu-
pation should be worked out. Unless the body is going to
be able physically to get its needed outlet, the person-
ality is not going to be happy in work. There is no excuse
for people working at jobs that are too heavy for them, so
that they are eternally tired, v^iile another person becomes
a nervous v/reck because his vrork did not give sufficient
muscular outlet, but over- strained tiie nervous ability.
As a people we are made up af a large percent of v/orkers
v/hose physical organs have atrophied from lack of exercise,
Y/hat V'/e need to do is to re-sort the round pegs into the
round holes, Dr, Dawson seeks to do this in his physical
and mental examination, sua. subsequent recommendation,
A chart of a boy's or girl's a^ibitions show almost a
kaleidoscopic change as he or she comes in contact v/ith
new ideas and e:xperiences , For a boy it may be first the
policeman, then the fireman, then the locomotive engineer,
the actor, etc. In none of these does he consider his
physical fitness. In our present system of teacliing school
(c
c
c
\ie do little to differentiate between teaching the strong
and the weak. Only within the last few years have we real-
ized the effects of glands on school v;ork.
At the close of the school period probably most yoimg
people get their first job in much the same haphazard
manner, without thought of particular physical fitness.
It is a case of luck, a.ccident, friend's tip, or v/hat ha.ve
you, as to the type of w^ork a person chooses. This is
likewise true at the college level. Only the rich have the
money to go to a pj^chological laboratoiy to secure advice
and direction. Thus most individuals go from one job
to another until they find the one that is satisf;>^ing to
them, sJid many times this is a long reach from the one
first chosen.
Dr. Dawson attempts to reduce this rimge of ciioice.
It would be of interest and value zo check the results
of success in occupation of those advised, against aji
unguided group.
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9. DR. DAV/SOIT'S PLACE IK SPRIITGFISLD 'S GUIDANCE PROG KALI
The Congress of International Association for the
Protection of Children adopted a resolution (l) that
" physical and psiy chological examination be made of ever;^''
school child, a permanent record kept;- and that there 'be
a psychological examination for those retarded or in
difficulty in school work." This was in 1921,
Proctor (2) deBcri"bes the organization of guidance
bureaus as found in several cities, the duties of which
would include the above program,
Springfield has such an organization and program. Its
system of guidance includes among other things courses in
guidance in the Junior High School, These are book and
conference courses.
One of the opening statements in the course outline
for guidance is, that Springfield is one of seven cities
in the country that allov/s children to choose betY/een
several types of high school. These are Central, v/hich is
a liberal arts school, offering both college preparatory
and general courses; Technice^l, which is primarily a school
preparing for technical college and technical work; and
Commerce, v/hddh for the most part prepares for immediate
(1) "School c^nd Society" Editorial note, p. 116-7, Jl . '31
(2) W, M. Proctor, " Educational & Vocational Guidance "
er
c
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coinnierc ial positions, For those who feel the need for
preparing for a trade, there is a vocational school for
"boj/'s, 8Jid in addition there is a cont inu8>tion school
for "both bojts ejnd girls.
Supplementing the above course in guidance is the
psychological laboratory for the examination of children.
This is in addition to the general intelligence testing
program, which is carried out in the Junior High Schools,
Practically all of the vocational guidance courses
as taught in our schools of today have been built around
the centra.1 idea of analyzing the occupations, as to what
constitutes the work, v;hat qualifications are necessaiy,
and what training advisable, V/hen it comes to making a choice
the student is left to himself. He must survey his
ovm abilities. He must decide whether or not he is interest-
ed in going through the training as outlined. Teachers
offer their advice, to be sure, but without accurate
measures of what the pupil is, little ce.n be accomplished.
It is a well known fact that introspection is not reliable
or possible sX the Junior High School level. It has likewise
been proven that interests and success in high school
subjects are not highly correlated. Therefore a further
analysis, emphasizing the biological viewpoint, is needed.
Dr. Dav;scn has analyzed not only the needs of occupa-
tions, but has also analyzed the capabilities of the
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individual, "by precise measuring instruments that are
objective in their results.
His work can "be divided roughly into three groups.
There are those who are entering first grade, v/ho because
of age requirement are not able to enter unless they are
up to standard of the six year old; there are those who are
in difficulty in their school v/ork, and who are therefore
referred to the laboratory; and the third group is made
up of junior high or high school students Peeking advice
as to their school or vocational choice. Most of this third
group report to the laboratory through appointment
arranged by the principal, of their ovvTi free v/ill. This lat-
ter group seemed the logical one to work with in checking
the reliability of Dr. Dawson's concrete X, Q,. as a
prognostic device for measuring probable success in the
high school.
It seemed that if these pupils scored a high rating in
the laboratory in concrete tests that they would have much
the same success in concrete subjects in high school. This
lea^ds to the question as to what to call concrete in our
high school curriculum. Dr. Davison would consider Latin
a literate subject. English, since it deals with many
things that peojjle handle each day, would be considered
somev^rhat concrete. Physics, if taught by the laboratory
method, vjould be more concrete than English. Drawing would
seem to be a very concrete subject. Other subjects, such as
c
machine work, sev/ing
,
etc. v/ould seem to be veiy concrete,
but no attempt was made to check these at this time.
tf
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CHAPTER II 25
DR. DAWSON'S THEORIES AHD PRACTICES C01£PARED WITH OTHERS
mo HAVE WORPCED iiLOlJG SIMIL/iR LUCES.
1. WORKERS USIiTG SILiILAR TEIMS
Dr. Dawson is follovving the general lines laid dovm
iDy Binet, and for the most part his tests are described in
Whipple's text (1). He differs from the majority of workers
in the field of mental measurements, in that he has empha-
sized the physic 3.1, and has attempted to concentrate on
the factors v/herein pupils v;ho lack v±iat is coinnionly called
intelligence might still l:e a success in life,
Doll (2) writes along lines that Dav/son emphasizes. He
divides his subjects into three groups, as follov/s:l,
those v/ho are essentially verhal; 2, those who are essential
ly manual; and 3, those vvho are essentially social. Doll
recognizes that most people are a comlDination of these, lout
he goes on to illustrate hov/ people tend to be eisemplified
"by the one type. He cites Y/oodrov^r V/ilson, and Charles Evans
Hughes as men whom, we think of in terms of leaders in the
field of abstract thinking and verbal expression. Ford and
Edison illustrate the manual type, even though they have
ventured into international politics, philosophy, religion,
and applied p^chology . He lists Theodore Roosevelt and
(1) Guy M. Whipple, " Manual of Llental and Physical Tests, "
(2) Edgar A. Doll, " llew Thouglits About The Feeble llinded".
J. of Ed. R. vol. 8, J. '23, p. 39 - 41.
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Lloyd George as having obtained their feiae because of their
rare social attributes, and their power to interpret the
feeling and v;ill of the people, v.'ithout, however, denying
that they also may have possessed rna.nual aptitude and
verbal expression. They illustrate the social type,
Doll follows this theory to a logical conclusion by
picking out of the inmates ( Vine land ) , all at a so called
loYi intelligence level, counterpe^rt s of these three types,
Tiin was the "off ic ial " hand shalcer of the institution, and
v;as alv/ajr-s on hand to welcome new individuals, and visitors.
Heni^'- was an extreme verbalist, though feeble r.iinded , toid
thus lAnable to put his power to normal use. Willie, with an
idiot's rating for a long time, end a mental age of three
years, turned out to be one of the best v/ood-worker s , and
a good knitter, given the chance.
Doll continues, " Non-verb e.l tests of intelligence
are still ( 1923 ) rather uncertain scientific measures.
Moreover, the assumption that an individual who is sup-
erior in a non-verbal test will probably be superior in
the fipld of manual activities, after all, is an hypoth-
esis which has not been proved". He then goes on writing
of emotional traits, ajid their effect on the career of the
ind ividual
.
So in Doll's work we have the hope of further use of
a^nalysis of human material, and also a warning in the
interpretation of our test ejialysis. Doll's work is im-
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portant in so far as this thesis is concerned in that he
has iDrought out the manual or concrete type,
Toops ( 1) in 1926 criticizes the present inadequacy
of the testing movement. Of importaace to this thesis he
says, The lov; relationship betv/een mechanical ability
and intelligence is in past due to the fact that the
mechanical assembly tests bow available are too short,"
He cites the work of C, C. Ross as demonstrating that the
marks of the entire grade school career of a pupil pre-
dict high school success of the pupil better than ax^y
intelligence test, and is cheaper and quicker. He further
points out that success of college students is Ysry well
predicted by first year marks. But most important of all
he points out how lacking the testing movement is, in that
of about 19 traits or tests that would seem to make a
fs-irly complete inventory of factors entering into suc-
cess in the school work, only 5 have been v/orked over to any
degree. He claims over 150 correlations possible v/ith
all these factors, and that only a few have been validated
to sjny degree,
Toops critic isim.s illustrate that certain phases of
intelligence and possible success in life have not been
studied through to final conclusions. Probably one of these
phases is in connection v;ith c oncrete-mindedne ss
,
( 1 ) Herbert A. Toops, " Wi&t We Are Failing To Measure
in Education J. of: Ed. R. vol. 13, F. ' 26 ,#2 ,p .121-
o ^
o
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That tests which are similar to those used hy Dr.
Davison have "been successful and reliable is evidenced
through pursuing the literature of the field, Vfnipple ( l)
descrilDes them in 1910, and again in letter editions of
the same, hut revised text. He describes them, and gives
noms for them, without commenting on how they were to
he used in a practical manner. Dr. Dawson claims to have
"been using many of these tests previous to the publi-
cation of V.hipTjle's text, though he states that he now
uses some of \'jhipple's norms,
n As early as 1896 we find that Cattell and Farrand
(2) were publishing the results of some testing at
Columbia that has similarity to Dr. Dawson's technique.
At that time Cattell and Farrand point out that only
two others have made similar studies , -Gal ton in France,
1882, and Prof. J, Jastrow, " who has set up a psycho-
logical laboratory at the V/orld's Fair."
From this point on there has been a steady pro-
gress in the development of the individual type test.
Hov/ever, the war, and the resulting need, development,
and use of group tests, has placed the emphasis upon
group testing, with individual testing sliding into
(1) Guy M, V/hipple , " Maaual of Mental and Physical Tests"
(2) Cattell & Farrand , " Physical and Mental Measure-
ments". Psych. Review, IT. 1896, p. 618-648, 8c ai9.
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background. That individual testing is still iinportsjit,
and used to advantage, must not "be forgotten. It is not
the purpose of this thesis to enumerate all the steps
of the change in the emphasis, but a few exajnples v/ill
suffice to illustrate the part that several workers
played in this change. Oniy those who have v/orked on
material related to this thesis will be mentioned,
Kemble (l) in 1917 illustrates one of the earlier
attempts to put to practical usuage what had been mainly
laboratoiy tests. Using many of the tests described by
Whipple a.nd found in any up-to-date laboratoiy, he and
his colleagues sold service to manufacturing firms, ana-
lyzing the ability of the employees. Kemble goes further
than the psychologists in that he names a group of
tests, and then limits the field of occupa-tional UGd,
Kemble 's book is v.Titten for the popular trade, and is
therefore very free from the usual restraint found in
scientific v/ritings. His tests work, or at least he does
not allov/ us to think otherwise. One contribution is aji
ela.borate match-board, on which a variety of tests could
be carried out, such as those for speed, accuracy,
follov/ing directions, matching numbers, etc,
Kemble 's work came at a time when it was evident
(l) V/m. F. Kemble, " Choosing Employees by Mental and
Physical Tests."

that the la.boratory type tests were going to be carried
over into trade and occupational anally sis, with new
techniques, and variations of methods. It was at this
sar/ie time that the laboratoiy tests were "being pushed
a.side for the more practical and useful group tests,
as illustrated "by the Armj-^ tests,
Pintner (l) makes a report of several workers in-
terested in the concrete-minded individual. He reports
Derrick as saying, " The negro is "better in concrete
problems than abstract," He quotes Schwegler ajid V/inn
as saj''ing, " In tests of abstract reasoning the colored
are inferior to the white." He quotes Pressey and Teter's
resvilts, " The colored do poorest in tests involving
a test of abstract terms." He does not attempt to
classify individuals as either concrete or abstract.
In Kelly's {'<:.) work with the elei;ientaiy school children
of the University of Chicago, and the Chicago Ph;>^ siologi-
cal School, the results showed the abnormal children take
more time for co-ordination, are less rapid and accurate
in movement, and more rapid in fatigue. But more impor-
tcint to this paper is his criticism of Kirkpatrick '
s
tests, Kelley says, " The fact of there being in the
schools tv/o distinct types of children, I.e. the sensor^'-
(1) Rudolph Pintner, " Intelligence Testing", p. 343-3—
(2) R. L. Kelley, " Studies from the Psychological Lab-
oratory of the U. of Chicago." Psj^'cho-phy sical tests of
normal and Abnormal Children. Psych. R. vol. 10, p 345,
268, 369, ( 1903 )
.
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child, and the motor child, is ignored," Kelley suggests
two different types of tests. Kelley 's tests v^ere similar
to those used "by Dav/son. Kelley might Just as well have used
the tems here of the literate child and the concrete child.
The writer v/ould have this mean that the child is more
literate than concrete, or more concrete than literate, the
literate child and the concrete child illustrating the
extreme ends of the scale, with average people being betv/een
the tv/o,
Toops (l) in the I.E.R. tests, has fulfilled this
suggestion of Flelley
,
in that ability with ideas, ability with
things, and ability with clerical items, are the headings
used on a series of three tests published in 1923.
V/ooley (2) has been interested along a line similar to
that of Dr. Dawson. Working with 7 50 fourteen year old
children who were dropping out of school Vv'ork, and v/ith
680 of the same children at 15 years of age, after they
had been at v/ork for a year, she draws the following
conclusions that coincide with Dr. Dawson's. The tests she
used v;ere of the following
,
and were likewise used with
a corresponding group who were remaining in school, though
she did not publish the results of the latter group at the
(1) Herbert A. Toops, " Tests for Vocational Guidance of
Children 13-16" Colujnbia U. Contributions to Education.
(2) H, T. Wooley, "A Alew Scale of Mental and Physical
Measurements for Adolescents ". J. of Ed. Psych, vol.6,
#9. p. 523,532, 533.
re
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same time. The tests were divided into two groups,
physical and mental. They included under ph;y'-sical
the following: vital capacity, grip, steadiness, tap-
ping index of fatigue, card sorting, while under mental
tests she had cancellation, accuracy, memory of 7 place
digits, substitution, mutilated test, opposites, Freeman
problem "box, puzzles, recognition, etc. She found small
correlation between the physical and mental tests, there-
fore she decided to group the students roughly into 5
groups;
1, Those low in both tests- these are fitted to do
low grade industrial work if they are pii^ sically
able,
2, Those iaedium in both tests - suited to fill
secondaiy positions in business and industry,
3, Those good in both tests - fitted to do work demand-
ing hand skill, as well as intellectual ability,
such as medicine, engineering, experimental
science, the arts, and certain types of social
work,
4, Those good in manual, but poor in mental tests -
suited for skilled trades,
5, Those good in mental, but poor in manual tests -
suited to the non- experimental academic branches
such as the higher positions in business and
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finance, law, ministiy, and. literary pursuits.
This is the type of classification that Dr. Dav/son
uses in his work,
Preemaji (l) reports Bagley's work with motor index,
which seems to he related to Dr. Dav;son's work in that
some of the same tests are used, Freeman reported that
Bagley had negative results, "but later work showed a
difference of results as reported hy other workers. In
this work with motor index, Bagley used tests of rapid-
ity of volunteer movement, accuracy of volunteer mevement,
and reaction time. These he correlated with the average
of school maklSs. This was before the adoption of the term
I, Q,, , so Bagley used a total score comparison, rather
than a mental age-chronological age comparison.
In the field of mechanical ability tests there have
been developed a number. Some of these are paper and
pencil tests; others are mechajiical manipulation tests.
Among the paper and pencil tests are those of Stenquist,
0 'Rourke , and Detroit. Stenquist has the manipulation
type also. These do not compare with the physical-
psychological examination, such as given by Dawson, though they
may have some sidiilar element.
Freeman in commenting on the Stenquist 1/Techanical
(1) Frank N, Freemaji, " Mental Tests, Their History,
Principles, and their Application." p. 42,
r€
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Ability test says, " The test measures something differ-
ent from the general intelligence, "but it has not been
determined Just what special capacity it does measure, "
Vc
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2. PRACTICAL APPLICATION
Dr. Dawson's v/ork has "been along the lines of prac-
tical application of psychological principles. Brovm (l)
,
in one of his summaries, illustrates how caution must
"be exercised when working with intelligence. He warns
that " interests, desires, will to succeed, home background,
social conditions, physical well "being, emotional stabil-
ity, and many other factors affect the child in the school,
that finding I. Q,. is not enoiigh." It is only when all
of these are taken into consideration that knowledge can
he aijplied toward solving intellectual problems.
Proctor (2) reports on a basis of 1600 high school
students, 1300 tested with group tests, ajid 300 tested
with individual tests, good grounds for prediction that
1b% of those who test below average mentally will fail
in more than one-half of their studies in the first year
of high school, and bOfo more will leave in two years, and
none v/ill graduate. There is little use of a student with
an I.Q,. below 90 or 95 taking an abstract subject such
as algebra, and the chances of his graduating are 1 in 100.
In order to shov/ the results of adequate vocational
guidance. Proctor cites that of those in the 8a grade v/ho
(1) Andrev; \Y, Brovm, " Practical Use of Intelligence
Tests for Educational and Vocational Guidance " , Voc.
Guidance Hag. Ap . 1933, p. 295-301.
(2) ¥, M. Proctor, Psychological Tests and Guidance of
High School Pupils". J. of Ed. R. Monograph, 1921, p. 30
4c
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had mental tests, and advice as to what to elect in high
school, as compared to an unguided group, that the guided
group v/as superior in results in every via$t
Proctor's summary follov/s :
Guided Unguided
4.5^ Out at work 12 ft
9,1% ©ut on transfer 13.1^?^
18.2^ Failed 1 subject 31 7^
0,% Failed 2 subjects 10.3)^
What more striking figures could be presented showing
the need and results of guidance ?
Freeman (l) reports that intelli^i-ence tests can not
be used alone to determine success in vocations. About
all tha,t can be determined is that a person has at least
the minimm intelligence required in a certain type of work.
Other factors, such as quoted by Brown, determine ulti-
mate success. On the other hand, if a person possesses too
much native ability there is a possibility that he will
not find enough outlet in that field for his capacity.
This might be used as a basis for stating that the psych-
ologists call advise individuals at both ends of the scales
where too little or too much native ability is in evidence.
Freeman does not neglect to say that aptitude for
broad fields can notbe selected on the basis of intelli-
( 1) Frank 11, Freeman, " Mental Tests, Their History,
Principles, and Application," p, 408-9
c€
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gence tests alone, "but depend on other factors. He points
out that the general tests are used for guidance, and
specific aptitude tests for selection in a pgirticular job.
Among such specific ability tests he mentions Seashore's
series of 30 tests that are used to measure musical ability,
as Isbing one that has proven reliable. Other tests used to
measure specific ability have proven of value in some cases,
though correlations show wide variations when used by different
groups.
This illustrates that the general trend in testing is
moving in the direction of practical tests in business and
vocations, with onlyi a moderate emphasis on tests that might
differentiate groups before the high school age.
cc
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3. RELATION BETWEEN PHYSICAL AND MEHTAL ABILITIES.
A brief notation of some of the correlations "between
physical and mental abilities will serve to illustrate
the vast ajnount of work that has "been done in this field,
V/issler (l) following up Cattell's work, found no
correlation between strength of hand and class standing,
r equaling -.08. Head measurements correlated ,21 for
logical memoiy and length of head, but - .05 for breadth
of head, Latin and logical memoiy was ,22, class standing
and auditory memoiy ,16, class standing and logical memory
.19.
Binet has been reported as allowing a professional
palmist to stud;^' hands of subjects, without being able to
see the subject, also pictures of hands. The results were
little better than chance in deciding their I.Q,, ( Pintner
2 ).
Iladsen (3), correlating intelligence with averaged
marks, had r's ranging from .27 to .51, all being positive.
Colvin (4), working v;ith Brown University tests found
a correlation of ,55 between them and first term marks.
(1) C. Wissler, " The Correlation of I^ental and Physical
Traits." p. 37, Ps^-ch. Rev. Mono . # 16, 1901.
(2) R. Pintner, " Intelligence Testing", p. 34,
(3) I ,lT,!iIadsen , " Group Intelligence Tests as a Means
of Prognosis in High School." J. of Ed . R.Ja, "21, p. 43- 52.
(4) S.S.Colvin, " Psychological Tests at Brown". Sch. ^ Soc
.
Jl, '19, p, 27-30.
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i'roctor (l) reported a correlation of .46 'betv/een algebra
and I.Q,. and with English and I, Q,, a slightly higher r.
Thus v/e have results "by different workers that vaiy
c onsideralDly . It also illustrates that authors have corre-
lated almost every conceivable item with every other item.
Some r's have been large, while others were snail. In
general it is felt that unless an r is above .7 or ,8
it has no great value, - that some other device, such as
the metho(i of selection as now carried on in industry, is
just as valuable. V/hen science cam show large r's the
method of scientific testing will be accepted by industi;}''.
In the college field it is feltthat an r of ,75 is needed
to be of value, though Colvin (2) feels that his v;ork at
Brovm has been of value v/ith correlations less than that.
Of course, it must be realized that correlations are
dealing with group relationships. Authors such as Proctor
would have us keep in mind that we must not apply averages
to individuals. He would have us keep in nind the personal
qualities of each person, for it is high moral qualities
that often puts one individual far ahead of another, even
though the I, Q,'s are the same
.
Howeveri^i it is important
that mathematical relationships betv;een factors of intell-
igence be expressed.
(1) W, M. proctor, " Psychological Tests & Guidance of
High School Pupils". J. of Ed. E. Mono. #1. Je . '21, p. 32, 3;^
(2) S. S. Colvin, " The VLilue of Psychological Tests at
Brovm". Sch. & Soc . vol. 16 , Jl . '22, p. 113- 122.
Ic
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4. INTERESTS AlTD VOCATIONAL GUIDAK^CE
Dav/son uses student's interests where these are
strong enough to loe of help. Though it is not the purpose
of this thesis to describe completely the effect of
student's interests on school v/ork ajid consequently
on vocational choice, it is necessaiy to note such
interests may play a vital part in a career.
In the laboratory,'' there is aiapie opportunity to
study each pupil's main interests. Some inkling of spe-
cial interests may come through examination of the
application blank, since there is a standard question
on the blank concerning special interests. This may be
expanded by a letter from the principal of the school.
Another manner in which interests may be discovered
is by means of examination and analysis of the list of
words, written at random by the student. One word nc-iy
ha.ve lejd to a long list of closely related pertinent words.
This v/ould indicate frequent contacts in the field where
there was a preponderence of closely related words.
Always- there is opportunity at the close of the
examination for an informal talk about the future,
and usually special interests crop out at tl^is time,
if not before. Leading questions might be used to
bring out hidden interests or desires, and thus there
is opportunity to guide the student at this time.
69
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V/here special interests or aptitudes are noted
during the exarnination , it may lead to an extra phase
in the exanination. Thus a student who is interested
in draw ing would be given an opportunity to show his
ability in this art, and migh't even "be invited to
bring from home drawings that had been made. Students
showing an interest in music might be given an oppor-
tunity to play the piano, or v/ould be accompanied in their
singing. Those mechanically inclined quite frequently are
given the Stenquist mechanical ability paper and pencil
test.
Thus, in general, interests exe discovered whenever
possible, and use made of them in the laboratory
analy sis
,
Other workers have written as follows concerning
interests and their effect upon later work. S/monds ( 1 )
says, " If interests are unstable, fickle, subject to
every passing whim, instead of representing deep and un-
derlying trends, they have little prophetic value,
they are of only theoretical importance, and have little
bearing on the welfare of any one. " He then describes
interest questionnaires
,
etc. of the newer type, and
shows that their value lies in that they shov; broad trends.
( l) Percival H. ^"monds, " Diagnosing Personality 8c
Conduct". Pg. 2^9.
f€
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At the college level a knowledge of student's
interests have proven very helpful in guidance.
Proctor (l) examining 950 high school pupils, and
classifying them according to vocational choice showed
a concentration on interests along a few lines, and a
v.'ide spread of I, Q,, in each. The greater part of the
students wanted professional careers, the fewest wanted to
be fanners. This is in opposite proportion to the numlDers
registered in these occupations in the U, S, , but since
most recruits for the professions and "business came from
the high school, this was more logical thgji it first seems.
But the results v;ere too high, showing the need for
further education and guidance.
Proctor {2) later worked v;ith most of the saine
students and found that of the 35/$ who had gone to v/ork,
40% were in tasks ranking equal or better than their
previous vocational choice. Only 26'}a had had training
in school along the lines they were in.
If student's interests v/ere more reliable and
adequate tests could be used, and if their prognostic
value were great enough, then some of this " by chance "
of choosing an occupation could be eliminated.
(1) V/. li, proctor, " The Use of Psychological Tests in
Vocational Guidance in liigh School J. of Ed. R, S,
'20, p 533-45, 538
(2) V/. M, Proctor a,nd Helen Ward, " Relation of General
Intelligence to the Persistence of Sd . Voc , Plans of
High Sch, Pupils." J. of Ed. R. vol. 7, #4. A. '23, p 277-288
t
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5, NATIONALITY" AlTD PBREKTAL STATUS.
Because nationality and the financial status of
the parent often raakeg a difference, Dr. Dawson takes
these into consideration when attempting to guide a stu-
dent.
In Springfield it is necessary for the student to
choose "between four schools v/hen finishing the junior
high school work. In makini:^ the choice it is assumed
that the student has, in a general way, mapped _out his
probable course, and possible vocation, for though
transfer from one school to another is possible, it
is not encouraged. Thus, in a sense, a student makes a
selection of possible future work quite early in life.
Necessarily the nationality of the parent or parents,
with generations of racial difference behind them, will
frequently govern the choice of a profession, and thus
the selection of a high school course. At the same time,
the occupation of the wage earner, which usually governs
the family income, will also limit and modify the youth's
choice of a high school.
For example, those Jewish students, v^ho are mentally
keen, and who have sufficient financial support from home,
are ver;^- apt to choose a professional career, and once
atarted
,
family pride, and tenacious educational aiiibitions
will pull the student through. This type of student would
rr
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iDe sent to the Central High School for a college entrance
course. Another group, vmose parents have merchandising
backgrounds, go to the Connnercial High School, Only a
very few Jewish students go into the technical fields,
" German students, on the other hand, are noted for
their thoroughness, dependability, end persistence',' sa;^''s
Dr. Dawson, " It is these, together with the Danes and
Swedes, v«rho are going into our machine shops," These
are the skilled hand workers.
The Celtic stocks,- Irish and Scotch, are noted for
their vivacity and liveliness of iinaginat ion , and therefore
they occupy those places of action, such as on the police
force, or as forest rangers.
The Yankee quite frequently has outstanding traits
of dependability, fidelity, arid thrift, v;ith a penchant
for money making,
"ulhen advising a student, therefore, Dr, .Dawson keeps
this knov;ledge of racial characteristics in nind , also
the probable financial condition of the fainily.
Mad sen (l) sui-;Tmarises his study along this line as
follows, " Students whose parents were in the higher
and more remunerative occupations and were of American
nativity were mentally superior to students whose parents
(l) I, K. Madsen, " Group Intelligence Tests as a Lleans
of Prognosis in High School," J, of Bd , R. vol, 3,
#1, Ja. '21, p. 58,
t
followed the more undesirable occupations and v/ere of
foreign nativity. Stokes and Lehman (l) show that intell-
igence test scores correlate rather loosely with social-
economic status, .5-, 4. The great majority of gifted
children ( 140 above) come from the non-professional
classes. In the U. S, the great majority of gifted
children come from the families that receive rather
modest incomes. Collins (2) found that family I, Q,
and trade correlated, after dividing vocations into
four non-labor and four la'Dor classes.
Bear (3) working on the college level, and correlat-
ing mental a.nd academic rating of students and a number
of variable factors, father's occupation, student's
vocational choice as shovm by course selected, partici-
pation in athletics, section of country ffom which they
came, and their age, found among other things that pre-
meds were below average i.ientally , but above scholG,sti-
cally. Tills brings us to the item of working up to
capacity. Sons of prof e ssione.! men Vi^ere second in
intelligence, but next to the la.st in academic work,
illustrating the familiar failure to v/ork up to capa-
city. V/ilson (4) refutes IlcPhail (5) in this matter of
(l) Stokes and Lehjnan , " Intelligence Test Scores of
Social Occupation8.1 Groups. "Sch. & Soc . M. '30, p. 37
{2) J, E. Collins, " The Intelligence of School Children
and Paternal Occupation. "J. of Ed. R. M. '28 vol. 1
#3 .p. 157-169.
(o) Robert Eear," Factors in the Achiever.ent of College
Preslimen". Sch. & Soc. D. '26, p. 802-804.
€t
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children not working up to capacity, Ke claims the cormn2)n
method of getting A, Q,. and correlations to "be unrelifrDle
,
However, it ic, necessaiy in the junior iiigh and Iiigh
school field to consider carefully just v/i.a.t can "be expected
from home, as well as considering the ability of the
student, since ultimately the burden of keeping the
child going along a vocational choice usually goes "back
to the pa.rent,
(4) V-Tii, \/ilson, The Misleading Acc ompli sliment Quotient,"
J. of Sd. R. J. '28. vol, 7, #1, p. 1-10.
(5) A. K. McPhail , " The Value of Psychological Tests
at Brovm U, " Sch, & Soc , 16, Jl , '22, p. 113-122.
cr
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6, CLASSIFICATION 0¥ ALL PUPILS lIESDIilG GUIDAIICE.
Davis (l) gives axi interesting classification of pupils
in school,
1, Those who he^ve no other thought thsji to finish
high school and go on to college,
2, Those v/ho plan to finish high school and go on
to v7ork,
3, Those v;ho are quite undecided about staying in
school cifter finishing the liigh school course,
or the ninth grade,
4, Those v/ho have thought nothing about it. If a
pretty good job turns up, they rAc^ take it. If
not, they v/ill stay in scliool,
5, Those who plan to stop at th e end of the year, or
as soon as tiie lavr allov/s,
Davis sums it all up v/hen he says, " They all need voca-
tional guidance."
It is generally felt that true vocational guidance
is the duty and privilege of ever;:;.' teacher and principal,
but this does not exclude a centrally located psycho-
logical lab orator^y' , in which special work beyond the
scope of the school's plaxi, can be ca,rried on,
(l) Fraiik G. Davis, Guidance for Youth",
r
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CHAPTER III
PROGNOSTIC VALUES 05^ DA^iSOW'S CCliCRSTE A]}ID LITERATE I.Q.'S
COLIP>\KED V/ITH REGULAR 1,0,
1. COLLKCTICIT OP DATA.
To secure data for this thesis approximately 300
records v;ere taken from the files of the psychological
la,bor8.tor;>^ and examined. The students represented v;ere,
for the most part, in the last year of their junior high
school v;ork, though a fev/ v/ere in their fjist or second year.
Of this number, 153 were found to have gone to either
the Central or Technical High School. Of the remainder,
some went to the High School of Cominerce, some to
A^ocational School, v/hile others went to work or moved.
Only the cases that reported to either the Centra.l or
Technical High School were checked.
Records were made of the nai'.ie , date exaiTiined
,
probable
year of high school graduation, choice of high school,
special interest, ambition, literate I, 0,. and concrete
1,0,, for purposes of identification at the high school.
At the school a record was made of the Terma.ii or Otis 1,0,,
and a transcript of term grades ta,ken.
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2. distribution: AKD COlcIPARISCN OP DAWSON'S CONCRETE
I.qjS WITH TERLIAN OR OTIS TEST I.q,.'S.
A study of the diritrroution of Dr. Dawson's concrete
I.Q.'s and I,Q,.'s derived from either Otis or TemiaJi tests,
v/hich are given in the Junior High Schools, v;ould loe expected
to show hov^' nearly these distr ilDut ions are a.pproaching the
normal curve of d istrilout ion , Thougli the nviaber studied was
not large, if the I.Q,. ratings are properly distributed,
they should be more or less distributed according to the
normal curve
.
furthermore, a correla.tion of these is possible since they
represent the sai'.ie cases, and thus this comparison can be
made. Correlations sire valuable in that they sliow whether or
not individuals have the same position in the scoring scales
of tv/o different tests.
Table I shows the distribution of concrete I.Q,-'s of
134 pupils, examined during the years 1927-29, who went on to
either Technical or Central High Schools, and w'hose records
were later available. This represents a one sided frequency
distribution, since the cases with ability belov/ 100 v/ere
not chosen by the writer. For the most part, pupils with a
concrete I,Q,, below 100 chose to go to the Vocational School,
or to work. This one sided frequency distribution might have
a tendency to raise the r of correlation betw'een concrete
I.Q, and succeps in school marks, but not a great deal sinc4
c€
f
TABLE DISTRIBUTION OF DR. DAWS01\f«S CONCRETE I. Q,.'S, OP
134 JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PUPILS ON WHICH RECORDS WERE LATER
AVAILAP.LE-X-.
Concrete I. Q,. f
TJ.
140 - 144 1
135 - 139 2
130 - 134 9
125 - 129 17
120 - 124 23
115 - 119 23
110 - 114 23
105 - 109 13
100 - 104 22
Total
.
134
* Records taken from Central and Technical
High Schools, Springfield, Mass.
the nLimber of such cases is very small. It will Toe seen
that the distriToution as shown, if plotted, v/ould approach
the normal curve as nearly as most distributions that deal
with small numbers, that is, it would be like the last
half of the curve.
€r
f
€
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TABLE II - DISTRIBUTIOIT OS' TEKLTM OR OTIS TEST I.Q.'S
ON 129 OF THE 134 PUPILS mO TOOK DAV/SOl! 'S TESTS
I. Q.. f
150 - 154 2
145 - 149 0
140 - 144 4
135 - 139 4
130 - 134 9
125 - 129 16
120 - 124 16
115 - 119 20
110 - 114 18
105 - 109 15
100 - 104 16
95 - 99 3
90 - 94 5
85 - 89 0
80 - 84 1
Total 129
This shov/s a more normal distrilDut ion of cases,
over a wider range than that of Table I. Terman or Otis
Tests are given to all junior high pupils.
Boston University
School of Education
Library
€
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TABLE III - C01£PARIS0H OF DIRTRIBUTIOIT OP
CONCRETE I.Ci.'S MID TSmiM OR OTIS I.Q,;S.
Terman
or Otis
I.Q,.
Concrete I, Q,, f
1010-109 110-119 120-129 1.-^0-1.-^9 140-149
150-159 2 2
140-149 1 1 2 4
17^0-1 ri9 4 4 2 2 1 15
120-129 9 6 U> 2 32
110-119 7 17 10 3 1 38
100-109 7 13 9 2 31
90- 99 1 5 1 1 8
80- G9 1 1
f 21 47 39 10 2
129
Total
Pearson's r - -.0165 P. E. r ,059
An examination of the above distribution shows a
slight negative relationship between the regular I.Q^.'s
as taken from a Terman or Otic tests, end Dr. Dawson's
concrete I, Q,. This is v/hat would IbPb expected, since the
tv/o tests measure quite diametrically different things.
In other words, abilit^ji in concrete situations and general
intelligence are not related when examined by group avera-ges.
The correlation is very nearly zero.
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3. A STUDY OF CAREERS AS SHOY/N BY THE RELATION OP
CONCRETE I.Q,. TO SUCCESS IIJ LATIN, ENGLISH,
PHYSICS, mo DRAWING,
Getting I,Q,.'s in the laboratory is of value only
to the extent that use of them is possible. One v/a;>' of
putting concrete I,Q,Js to work is discovering their prog-
nostic value, ajid using this information in guidance Vvork,
Tables IV - VII show to what extent concrete I,Q,'s are
correlated with success in high school marks in Latin,
English, physics, and drawing. It was anticipated that
the correlation units would increase in value from Latin
,
which v;as considered not concrete, through to dravving
,
v/hich v/as considered the most concrete of the four subjects
chosen.
t
•
c
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TMLE IV - DISTRIBUTION OP MARKS IN LATIN, SECOND
YEAR, CENTRAL TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOLS,
AND CONCRETE I. Q,.
Concrete
I.Q,.
A B C D E f
140-149 2 2
150-139 3 2 5
120-129 10 6 1 3 20
110-119 1 7 7 2 2 19
100- 109 2 9 5 3 2 21
f 3 31 20 6 7 67
Pearson's r - .069 P. E. r --.082
Latin is considered a literate subject by
Dr. Dav;son. The correlation betv/een concrete I.q. and success
as measured by the marks in Latin shov/ almost a zero result.
Failures are rather evenly distributed. The results were as
anticipated
,
r4
r
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^ TABLE V - DISTRIBUTIOIT OF MARKS ENGLISH , SEC OltD YESR,
CENTRAL AND TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOLS, AND CONCRETE I.Q,.
Concrete
I.Q,,
A B C D E f
140-149 2 2
130-159 1 5 3 1 1 11
120-129 5 14 19 2 1 41
110- 119 2 22 19 3
r
—
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100-109 3 13 12 5 2 35
f 11 56 53 8 7
Total
135
Pearson's r --.082 P. E. r - .058
The result in comparing English success and concrete
I. Q,'s is almost the same as in the case of Latin. There
is no correlation. It was expected that English would
prove more concrete than Latin. Evidentally "both are
literate subjects.
1^
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TABLE VI - DISTRXBUTIOU OP MARKS IN PHYSICS,
AOTD CONCRETE I. Q.
\j one 37©
I. q.
A B C D E f
140-149 1 1
130-139 3 3
120*129 11 9 1 21
110-119 3 6 13 4 26
100-109 7 2
1-
2 11
f 11
i
1
19 25 1 6
Total
62
Pearson's r ,077 P.E. r - .085
The results show that there is no relation iDetween
concrete I, Q,, and success as shown "by these 62 pupils
of physics. The resuljbs may be an index of how literate
a method is used in teaching high school physics, and
might "be changed if the marking of pupils depended
more on the individual lahoratoiy v/ork. These results
v;ere not as anticipated.

TABLE VII - DISTRIBUTION OP MARKS IH DRAWING, SECOND
YEAR, AND CONCRETE I, Q,.
Cone rete A B C D E f
140-149 0
130-139 1 3 1 5
120-129 3 9 8 1 21
110-119 3 5 13 1 22
100-109 3 5 1 9
f 7 20 27 0 3 57
Pearson's r - ,256 P, E, r - .084
The thesis of concrete I, Q,. and a biological
relationship to ability should be proven by such subjects
as drawing. Table VII shows the highest correlation
of aji;>' in the concrete I. Q,. series. A correlation of
,256 is not high enough to be especially significant of
itself, but being in the direction of v/hat was anticipated,
it may point to a higher relationship in other high school
subjects. Further research would have to be done to
determine this relationship.

4. STUDY OF CAREERS AS SEOVm BY THE RELATION OF
REGULAR I,Q,'S TO SUCCESS IIT LATIIT, ENGLISH,
PPIYSICS, AiTD DRAWING.
V/hen the results of figuring the relationship
iDetv/een concrete I. Q,. and success in high school
sulDjects showed a close grouping around .0 correlation,
it seemed necessaiy to compare these sanie marks in high
school sulDjects with the regular I, Q,, which in Spring-
field is determined by the use of either Terman or Otis
tests. It v;as anticipated that the results would show
a higher correlation in Latin, English, and possToly
pliysics, but in drawing, if the theory of its being
quite concrete were to be upheld, it v/as expected that
there would be no correlation.
Tables VIII - XI show the relationship between high
school marks, and regular I, Q,.

TABLE VIII - DISTRIBUTION OF MARKS IH SECOIOD YEAR
LATIIT, TEM.IAN OR OTIS I.q,'S,
Terman, oir
Otis I.Q,.
A B C D E f
150-159 2 2
140-149 1
j
2 1 4
130-139 6 4 10
120-129 2 8 1 3 19
110-119 8 9
1
2 1 20
xuu-iuy o 7
90-99 1 1
f 3
-A
29 21 6 4 63
Pearson's r - .207 P. E. r --.081
Table VIII shows a P r of only .207. This is not
as high as most studies with intelligence would lead
us to suppose we might get. Since Latin is somewhat
of a drill sulDject, it may iDe that intelligence is
not the prime factor in having success in this
sulDject, hut rather some such factor as persistence
may he necessaiy. However, the r is higher than it
was with concrete I. Q,. as was expected.

TABLE IX - DISTRIBUTION OF MARKS IE SECOND YESR
HIGH SCHOOL ENGLISH , AND TEKilAN OR OTIS I.Q,.
Teman or
Otis I. Q,.
A
'
B C D 1 E 1 f
150-159 1
1
1 2
140-149 4
1
4
130-139 3 7 2 12
120-129 5 15 9 2 31
110-119 1 17 16 S 39
100-109 1 19 1 4 32
90-99
1
^ 5 1 :! 7
80-89 1 1
f 11 53 51
1
^ 6
1
128
Pearson's r - ,383 P. E. r - ,051
Table IX shows the distrilDution of marks of
128 students studying English, compared with their
I, Q,. The correlation of .383 compares very favorably
with the work of others along this line. High corre-
lations in English are to be expected since most
intelligence tests depend upon certain phases of the
study of English,
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TABLE X - DISTRIBUTIOIT OF MARKS IH PHYSICS, AIID
TEIRIAN OR OTIS TEST I. Q,.
S)
Terman or^
n+ -i a T nULIS i
.
tj,,
j
A B
1
i
!
C D E f
140-149 1 1 1 3 -
130-139 2 1 1 1 1 6
120-129 4 3 3 10
110-119 1 11 7 2 21
100-109 3 5 11 3 22
90-99 2 2
80-89 1 1
f 11 21
1
26 1 6 65
Pearson's r - .207 P. E. r - .080
Physics and regular I, Q, correlate with an
r of .207. This is similar to the result in Latin.
V
r
TABLE XI - DISTRIBUTION OF MARKS IN DRAV/IITG , Am)
TSRLTAN OR OTIS TEST I. Q,.
Teman or
Otis I.Q,,
A B C D E f
140-149 1 1 2
130-139 1 1 2 4
120-129 2 4 1 2 9
110-119 2 7 8 17
100-109 1 7 8 16
90-99 1 1 4 6
80-89 1 1
f 7 22 24 0 2 '
1
55
Pearson's r - .006 P.E, r - .091
There is no correlation 'oetween the marks in
drav/ing and regular I , Q,.
This upholds the theory of the concrete I.Q,.
€
5. DISTRIBUTION OF DR. DAWSON'S LITERATE I.Q,'S
AND COMPARISON V/ITH TERHAN OR OTIS TEST I.q'S.
It is necessary to show tables of distrToution
of Dr. Dawson's literate I.Q,. ratings on the same
pupils as were studied in Tables I - III, and the
correlation of these literate I.Q's with the
regula,r I.Q., in order to show that Dr. Dawson's
analysis gives as good or a "better prognostic rating
than does a regular intelligence rating.
f
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TABLE XII - DISTRIBUTION OF LITERATE I.Q,.'S AS
(B'lVElI BY DR. DAWSON - SAME
PUPILS AS TABLE I.
I-
Literate I, ^. f
145 149 1
140 144 0
135 139 0
130 134 5
125 129 4
120 - 124 10
115 119 24
110 114 37
105 109 20
100 104 25
95 99 4
90 94 4
85 89 1
Total 135
TalDle XII shows a fairly normal distri-
"bution of cases on the literate I. Q,. scale.
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TABLE XIII - COlIPARISOiT OF DISTRIBUTION OF LITERATE
I.^.'S MID TERIaAIT or OTIS I.Q,.'S.
1 S JlTu aul
or
Literate I.Q,.
fOtis
80-89 90-99 100-10'
110
^ ll9
120
129
130
139
140
149
150-159 2 2
140-149 2 1 1 4
130-139 1 7 2 1 1 12
120-129 6 17 7 2 32
110-119 1 17 20 38
100-109 3 18 11 32
90-99 1 3 2 1 7
80-39 1 1
f 1 7 45 58 12 4 1 128
Pearson's r - .606 P.E, r - .038
Table XIII is very significant since it shows that
Dr. Davv'scn's literate I.Q.'s correlate with I,Q,,'s as
determined from a Teman or Otis Test, with an r of ,606 .
oc
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6. STUDY OP CAREERS AS SHOV/IT BY THE RELATION OF
LITERATE I.Q.'S TO SUCCESS lil LATIlT, ENGLISH,
PHYSICS, Am DRAWING.
Tables showing the relationship "between Dr.
Dawson's literate I.Q,, and the distribution of marks
in these same subjects are "brought into this discussion
only to show the relationship between their prognostic
values as compared to the regular I.Q,.
A thorough discussion of literate ability is not
considered a part of this paper, except to the extent
that it has already been brought into it.
Literate I.Q,. is determined principally from the
latter part of the analysis as shov/n on the section on
Dr. Dawson's analysis, pages 15 and 16,
oC'
c
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TABLExIV - DISTRIBUTIOIT OF MARKS III LATIIT, SEC02JD
YEAR, AlTD LITERATE I.
Literate
I. Q,.
A B C D E
a
f
140-149 1 1
130-139 4 4
120-129 1 5 5 1 12
110-119 2 21 12 3 3 41
100-109 1 3 5 1 10
f 3 32 20 8 5 68
Pearson's r - .335 P.E. r ,073
Table XIV shows Latin marks and literate I, Q,,
to have a correlation of ,335 . This is higher than
the results of tlie correlation of marks in Latin and
regular I, Q,, and therefore literate I.Q,, sran be
considered abetter prognostic device in Latin, as far
as these 68 pupils are concerned.
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TABLE XV - DISTRIBUTION OF :iARKS IN ENGLISH, SECONH
YEAR, AND LITERATE I. Q,.
Literate
I
. Q,.
A H C D E f
140-149 1 1
130-139 1 4 5
120-129 2 7 4 1 14
110-119 7 34 17 1 2 61
100-109 1 8 27 7 2 45
i/V— V S p A 1 7
80- 39 1 1
f 11 56 53 9 5 134
Pearson's r - .579 P. E, r - ,071
Ta"ble XV shov/s that there is a reasonably high
correlation between marks in English, second year, and
literate I, Q, The r is a little lower than the r
for regular I.Q,, and therefore it is not quite so good
a prognostic device.
0Q
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TABLE XVI - niSTRrBUTION OF KARKS IIT PirfSICS AIJD
LIT3KATE I. Q,.
Literate
I. Q,.
A B C D
\
E
1
f
140-149 1 1
150-139 1 1
120-129 2 1 2 1 6
110-119 5 12 11 28
100-109 3 6 12 1 3 25
90-99 1 2 3 6
f 11 21 27 1 7
V
67
Pearson's r - .392 P. E. r - .070
Ta-ble XVI shows an r of .392 between marks in physics
and literate I. Q,.
This seems rather high, and substantiates the "belief
that pl^ysics is leased very much on literate aloility.

TABLE XVII - DISTRIBUTIOIT OF MARKS lil LRAWniG.AHD
LITERATE I. q.
Literate
I. Q..
A B C D E f
130-139 1 1
120-129 2 1 3
110-119 2 9 9 20
100-109 2 8 12 2 1 25
90-99 1 1 3 5
80-39 1 1
f 7 19 25 2
2 55
Pearson ' s r .184 P.E. r - .038
Table XVII shows that alDility in drawing and
literate I. q. correlate with the lowest r in
the
series. This was as expected, and substantiates
the
belief that drawing is not a literate subject.
QQ
CHAPTER IV
SUIJIIAHY AND COIICLUSIOIIS
71.
TABLE XVIII - CORRELATION SUliEdAKir OP TABLES III - XVII
Sub jec ts
C oncrete
I.
Literate
I. Q..
Termai:! or
Otis I.Q,.
Latin .069 .335 .207
English .082 .379 .383
Physics - .077 .392 .207
Drawing .256 .184 .006
Terrrian or
Otis I. Q,. - .016 .606
Table XVIII shows that in the concrete I. Q, series,
Latin, English, and phj'-sics are not correlated, to concrete
I, Q. , while drawing is so correlated to sone extent. There
is no correlation betv^^een regular I, Q,. and concrete I. Q.
In the literate I. Q,, series there is substantial
correlation between Latin, English, and physics, but not so
much with drav/ing. There is a fairly high correlation
between literate I, Q. and regular I. Q,.
In the regular I, Q,. series the correlations are
positive, and moderately high, except in the case of
drav;ing , v;here it is zero.
r
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Dr. Dawson's analysis of pupils in the psychological
laboratoiy supplements the testing movement as carried
on in the Junior High Schools of Springfield, and is
especially valuable in that it gives individual attention
to each pupil.
Dr. Dav/son's theory of c oncrete-mindedness is not
new, in that other workers have used related terms, but
his conception of applying degrees of c oncrete-mindedne ss
to all is probably new. He is the only v/orker using the
term concrete I, Q,.
Concrete-mindedness is a biological expression of
the individual as shown when drav/ing , which demands
the greatest degree of manipulation or hand-mindedness
,
correlates highest with concrete I. Q,,
There is no relation between Latin, English, and
physics success, as showi by class marks, and concrete
I. Q.
Literate I, Q,, and success in Latin and physics is
higher correlated than with regular I. Q,. though English
and drawing correlate lower. Drawing and literate I, Q,.
correlate the least.
There is enough data to slriow that concrete I, Q,.
and success in certain high school subjects may be of
value, but further research is necessary to detemiine
the extent aiid usefulness of this hypothesis.
€
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APPENDIX I
TABLE - SHOWING METHOD OP USING PEARSON r POHvIULA
7 6
Marks
Concrete
I. Q,.
A G V 1 X F-v1 X
2
1 X
140-149 2 2 2 4 8
130-139 3 2 5 1 5 5
120-129 10 Aw 1JL 3W 20 0 0 0
110-119
.
1 7 7 2 2 19 -1 -19 19
100-109 2 9 5 3 2 21 -2 -42 84
f 3 31 20 6 7 67N -52 116
Sfx Sfx'
: Sfy - 17
Sfy^ - 77
Sfx 52
Sf3^ - -8
y 2 1 0 -1 -2
fy 6 31 0 -6 -1^
fy^ 12 31 0 6 28
fx '-5 -18 -15 -8 -6
f 3?y -10 -18 0 8 12
Pearson's r Sfxy- ( Sfx ) (Sfy
Sfx^ -(Sfx)
N
2 2
Sfy
- (Sfy)
N
-8-
-U^ll?)
67
r -
116 -
67
77 - (17)
67
Pearson's r - ,06997 p. E. r - .082
€r
i
e
PSYCHOLOGICAL LABORATORY
Springfield, Mass.
APPLICATION FOR EXAMINATION
Date
Name
Address Father's Name
Data for Place of Birth Nationality
Indentification Date of Birth Occupation
School
Grade
Date of previous examination (if any).
Other schools of city attended—dates.
Special reasons for examination.
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS (underline).
Skill in play activities—A, B, C, D, E.
Skill in handwork -A, B, C, D, E.
Medical record.
MENTAL CHARACTERISTICS.
Deportment—A, B, C, D, E.
Scholarship—A, B, C, D, E.
Strong in what studies?
Weak in what studies?
Grades repeated (if any).
Intelligence Quotient, if matter of record.
Attention
—
good, poor.
Disposition—Friendly, sociable, teachable, orderly, obedient.
Statements of parents, or home conditions that shed light on this case.
Compare with other children of same family.
Has parent's permission for examination been secured?
Is a home visit necessary?
Is there a parent at home during the day?
Please add record of work on other side.
Signed

APPEITDIX III
SCORE CARD USED li^T SPRINGFIELD PSYCHOLOGICAL LABORATORIES
c
Data for
Identification
Name
Address
{ Date of Birth
j
School
I Grade
Date
Father's Name
Nationality
Occupation
Vitality
(
Organic
Defects
Nervous
Defects
Motor Control {
Special Senses
Emotional r
Constitution |
Intellectual
Constitution
Literate mental age
Literate I. Q.
Concrete mental age
Concrete I. Q.
Ifexamined
before
improvement
Conchusions
Signed.
ii
i
I
Date Due
J
Demco 293-5
Thesis
study-iD-^
guidance.
Thesis
Bradley, C.S.
1933
Bradley, Cliften Elijah
A biological c»nccptisn •£ the
distribution of mental traits:
a study in vocational guidanc(

